CUSTOM and AZKOYEN:
a new strategic partnership for the informative kiosks market
Parma (Italy) and Peralta (Spain), 9th March 2011: CUSTOM ENGINEERING, leader in printing solutions
and payment cards management and AZKOYEN MEDIOS DE PAGO, leader in coins and notes payment
systems, are glad to announce the signature of an important contract for the distribution on the Italian
market, industrial channel (oem, kiosk, transport), of the Spanish Company payment
systems range.
The two companies have a long experience in self‐service solutions, outdoor too, such as
informative Kiosks, automatic Cash Desks, TVM (Ticket Vending Machine), no‐food products
Dispensers, Bank/Insurance self‐service and queue Management.
Thanks to this decisive agreement CUSTOM completes today its proposal
for the self‐service market, enriching the TG, VKP and KPM kiosk printer
series now renewed in performances, simplicity in use and reliability,
with a wide range of systems for coins and cash management; in
particular the innovative T3 Hopper or the new notes management
system with BillHopper recycler, together with a complete range of coin
selectors, including the new COMBO T system particularly suitable for
the Packaging and Automatic Payment Cash Desks.
It’s possible to go through the whole range of new solutions on the website
www.custom.biz .
AZKOYEN MEDIOS DE PAGO
AZKOYEN Medios de Pago, headquartered in Spain is a division of the multinational group Azkoyen. Since
1945 develops payment systems, reaching a leading position in several markets. Its mission is based on
collaboration with customers to develop a wide range of payment systems that ensures the highest levels
of security, reliability and innovation, specially designed for the end user. Among its range of products you
could find coin Validators, we are the only company with a 3.5’ validator successfully verified under the
framework of the European Commission; Hoppers, remarkable its new high capacity Hopper T3; its range of
Banknote Readers and Recyclerss; and also its offer of complete solutions which make the coin handling
process easier.
CUSTOM ENGINEERING
CUSTOM ENGINEERING was founded in 1992 with the aim of creating mechatronic (mechanical/electronic) solutions, in
particular for the emerging printer market. Since our foundation, we have invested substantial resources in research &
development, products and solutions. All technical work, including electronic and mechanical projects, and the development
of firmware, drivers and utilities, is carried out within the company. Almost 20 years of developing products has given us
technical know‐how and experience in many different sectors. CUSTOM now offers the widest product range of SPECIALIZED
PERIPHERALS for vertical markets, like Point of Sales (printers, fiscal printers and cash registers), OEM (Original Equip.
Manufacturer mechanisms, printers, ticket printers and scanners) and the Gaming/Lottery/Betting market (printers, PC
terminal, monitors and scanners).
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